
UUCM

Building Maintenance and Improvements

List of Major Projects

NEEDS TO BE PRIORITIZED

Information and

Project Name Description Estimated Costs Approx Cost

Community Room Attractiveness Remove unneeded items and organize

$200 budget for organizing supplies; need volunteer labor to 

de-clutter and organize 200$                

Jef's Office Attractiveness Remove unneeded items and organize $500 budget for low-cost projects; need volunteer labor 500$                

Lobby Attractiveness

Design wall/bulletin board space for utility 

and attractiveness; Keep closet door closed; 

Find another place for tables; Paint closet 

doors; Other painting and repairs as needed $500 budget for low-cost projects; need volunteer labor 500$                

Fellowship Hall Attractiveness

Paint pillars; paint outside doors; Fix dent in 

wall near front door; Need doorstop $500 budget for low-cost projects; need volunteer labor 500$                

Dream Room Attractiveness

Furniture arrangement; replace anything 

looking particularly tattered; paint as 

needed, de-clutter, proper window coverings $1,000 budget for low-cost projects; YRUU and volunteer labor 1,000$            

Clara Barton Room Attractiveness

Replace tatterred sofa; repair broken closet 

doors; remove unneeded items; repair 

broken windows; paint walls; wash light 

coverings in ceiling; patch hole in door, 

needs door stop

$1,000 budget for low-cost projects; Volunteer labor; Solicit 

donation to replace sofa 1,000$            

Interior Hallway Attractiveness

Paint Hall; fix linoleum tile floor near 

Janette's office (possible underlying moisture 

problem may need to be fixed in that 

location)

$2,000 budget for potential painting and or floor contractors 

to get this job done right 2,000$            

Update Women's Bathroom

Upgrade for attractiveness, cleanliness, and 

utility

Replace fixtures and cabinets as needed, paint, replace floor if 

needed; $5,000 5,000$            

Update Men's Bathroom

Upgrade for attractiveness, cleanliness, and 

utility

Replace or remove toilets as needed; replace fixtures and 

cabinets as needed, paint, replace floor if needed; $5,000 5,000$            

Update Downstairs Bathroom

Upgrade for attractiveness, cleanliness, and 

utility

Replace or remove toilets as needed; replace fixtures and 

cabinets as needed, paint, replace floor if needed; $5,000 5,000$            

Closet Doors Replace Closet Doors in Fellowship Hall

Initial quote: $3,000 for 2; $4,500 for 3; 7 doors total, not 

standard, potentially $10,000 to replace all; uniform look is 

important; needs more vendor research for cheaper, more 

modern alternatives 10,000$          

Wagon Wheel Lighting High priority due to safety issue

Light fixture in Fellowship Hall detaching from ceiling and 

appears unsafe; the redesign and installation of modern 

lighting in this space is a professional and expensive job 10,000$          

Wright Room Water Problem Evaluate problem and fix underlying cause

This may be a major project due to persistent water problem 

that is not responding to lower-cost solutions 10,000$          

Window Replacement in Rooms

Replace windows as needed to upgrade to 

double-pane current energy efficiency 

standards

This is expensive as windows need to be purchased and 

installed professionally; cost will vary depending on size and 

number of windows in the room 10,000$          

Window Replacement in Halls Address windows with bullet holes in hallway

This is a major expense unless a patch is possible; currently 

under research 10,000$          


